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OBJECTIVE

To make sincere and continuous efforts towards becoming a Software Architect,
so that I can contribute to the success and growth of the organization that I am working
with as well as my own.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

O.S. : Linux Kubuntu 18.04 LTS / Windows 7, 10
Front End : HTML,CSS,Bootstrap, Javascript, jQueryandAngular9
BackEnd : Python 3, Django and Django REST Framework.
Database : Basics of PostgreSQL, MongoDB andRedis.
Other : Basics of Celery, Nginx, Gunicorn, AWS
Dev Tools : PyCharm, VSCode,Git, Gitlab andGithub.

CAREER PROFILE

◆ InMay 2021, I got my sixth opportunity to work as PART TIME Freelance Backend
Developer for Gorin Systems, which is based in New York USA. I was working
REMOTELY for them. Project isMulti Vendor E-commerce website.My tasks were
to update the Saleor codebase as per the requirements of the client. Most of the
time I was reading existing code and then making the required changes. I got to
work on Saleor, GraphQL, Python 3, Django, Celery, and Algolia Integration. I
have also worked on a node js project built with a CMS called strapi. I got
exposure to Strapi, Graphql, Node js, Braintree payment gateway, etc.

◆ In April 2020, I got my fifth opportunity to work as Freelance CTO for a startup
called Packfect. It’s an online platform for packaging industry. Manufacturers can
add their inventory, response to quotes and update the status of orders. Clients can
request quotations for products and track their orders. I have built the frontend as
well as backend for this project. I got to work with Angular 9, Python 3, DRF, Celery,
and Aws, etc.

◆ In November 2019, I got my fourth opportunity to work as Software Developer for
ProcedureTechPvt Ltd. I was responsible for building backends in Python language. I
was assigned to a project which was an online platform for event management.
Users could create various different types of events and invite their family
members and friends using the platform. I was responsible for adding new features
to the platform. I got to work with Python, DRF, Celery, and Aws, etc.

◆ In September 2017, I got my third opportunity to work as Python Developer with
Kalpavruksha Systems Pvt Ltd. Iworked on awebapp project in Angular 1.3 and
Python 2.7. It was a survey builder project. My responsibilities were to add new
functionality to above project. I used to collaborate REMOTELY with a team
located in theUSA.

◆ In April 2016, I got my second opportunity to work as Project Co-ordinator at
Codebox. It is awebdevelopment company specializing inbuildingwebapps. Iwas
responsible for managing the project of websites and webapps. My main
responsibilities were to coordinate with clients from the execution phase ,
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schedulingthe tasks,assigningthe tasks torightdevelopers, checkingonprogress
and reschedule/ reassign as required. I was also responsible formaking sure that
the testing was properly done by our testing team. I was also responsible for
improving the User Interface and Experience (UI/UX) of the projects.

◆ InApril2015, Igotmyfirstopportunity toworkasTraineeBusinessAnalystand
SoftwareTester for RaGy Ventures. It is a consulting company for IKONBPS. IKON
BPShaddevelopeddocumentmanagementsoftware. Iwasresponsible for the
implementation and overall testing of the product. Testing involved manual as well
as automation testing. I had to learn HP UFT and VB script for automation.
Implementation involved installing the software on client PCs, training them to use
the software, clarifying their doubts and questions, support after deployment, etc.
Training used to be scheduled over the teamviewer or in person.

PERSONAL TRAITS

Excellent out of the box thinking, self-learner, analytical ability, leadership skills,
commitment to my goals and ability to perform under pressure, willing to learn and
develop professionally.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Won a Gold Medal in Table Tennis in annual sports event in the year 2012 at Terna
Engineering College, Navi Mumbai when I was in fourth year of my engineering.

ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS

Degree University College Year Percentage

BE - IT Mumbai Terna Engg College 2012 --

HSC Aurangabad DSM College 2005 78.00

SSC Aurangabad BVM High School 2003 65.33

DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS

Date of birth : 10th May, 1988

Languages : English,Hindi,Marathi and Telugu

Address : NaviMumbai, Maharashtra, India
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